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ABSTRACT
Proximity complexes and filtrations are a central construction in topological data analysis. Built using
distance functions or more generally metrics, they are often used to infer connectivity information
from point clouds. We investigate proximity complexes and filtrations built over the Chebyshev
metric, also known as the maximum metric or `8 metric, rather than the classical Euclidean metric.
Somewhat surprisingly, the `8 case has not been investigated thoroughly. Our motivation lies in
that this metric has the far simpler numerical tests which can lead to computational speedups for
high-dimensional data analysis. In this paper, we examine a number of classical complexes under
this metric, including the Cˇech, Vietoris-Rips, and Alpha complexes. We also introduce two new
complexes which we call the Alpha clique and Minibox complexes. We provide results on topological
properties of these, as well as computational experiments which show that these can often be used to
reduce the number of high-dimensional simplices included in Cˇech filtrations and so speed up the
computation of persistent homology.
1 Introduction
Topological data analysis (TDA) has been the subject of intense research over the last decade [9, 11, 18]. Persistent
(co)homology is by far the most popular and studied algebraic invariant considered in TDA. Informally, this is an
invariant assigned to a filtration – an increasing sequence of spaces. In our setting, a natural filtration arises from the
sub-level sets of the distance to a finite sample of a space under consideration. Most commonly, the finite sample is
on or near a manifold embedded in Euclidean space, Rd. In the standard Euclidean setting, the Cˇech and the Alpha
filtrations [2, 10, 21] directly capture the topology of the corresponding sub-level sets. Relatedly, the Vietoris-Rips
filtration [37] provides an approximation to this topology. The Cˇech and Vietoris-Rips complexes have also been
studied for metric spaces [27]. In particular, the corresponding filtrations in Euclidean space may be related via a
sandwiching argument [25]. The study has been mainly limited to the Euclidean distance or `2 geodesic distance on
complete manifolds. An exception is the series of papers [22, 23, 24], which focuses on information-theoretic distances.
The `8 distance, also called the Chebyshev distance, has not received nearly the same attention.
That said, the Delaunay triangulation and Voronoi diagram are classical geometric constructions [16]. They have
been applied to topology primarily via the the Alpha complex [21]. The Delauanay and Voronoi diagrams have been
studied in the Chebyshev distance [5, 15, 34], primarily from a geometric standpoint and/or in low dimension. On the
other hand we look at the topological properties of filtrations derived from Delaunay triangulations, as our interest is
ultimately to compute persistence diagrams and so have different considerations. Our contributions can be summarised
as:
• We related the various complexes including proofs of several folklore results for completeness, i.e, equivalence
of the Cˇech and Vietoris-Rips in `8 metric.
• We introduce two new variants of classical constructions which we call the Alpha clique complex and the
Minibox complex.
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• We prove that the Alpha Clique, Minibox and Cˇech complexes have isomorphic homology groups up to
homological dimension one, and show that these are not equivalent for higher homological dimensions which
leads to several interesting conjectures.
• We provide experimental evidence for speedups in computation of persistence diagrams.
We note that our result on Minibox filtrations is similar in spirit to the preprocessing step via collapses of [7], but works
directly on the geometry of the given finite point set. We also remark that all of our results hold for the `1 metric for
finite embedded points in Euclidean space. As mentioned for the two-dimensional case in [34] a finite set of points can
be preprocessed so as to transform `1-balls into `8-balls.
2 Preliminaries
We introduce the relevant definitions we will use in later sections. While we aim for completeness, we point the reader
to [26] for a more detailed introduction to homology and persistent homology [19].
Simplicial Complexes. In this work we limit ourselves to simplicial complexes built on points in Rd. Some of the
constructions may be embedded, e.g. the Alpha complex but most will not be, e.g. Cˇech, Vietoris-Rips, etc. We denote
the simplicial complex by K. By a subcomplex of K, we mean a closed sub-collection of K which is itself a simplicial
complex. We now introduce several important constructions we will use. Let τ denote a simplex in K.
• The star of τ in K is the subset of simplices of K defined by
Stpτq “ tσ P K | τ ď σu.
• The closed star ClpStpτqq of τ in K is the smallest subcomplex of K containing Stpτq.
• The link of τ in K is
Lkpτq “ tσ P ClpStpτqq | τ X σ “ Hu.
The definitions above provide a notion of neighbourhood of a simplex in K, and are used in Section 5.
Balls in the `8 metric. Given p, q P Rd, the `8 distance is defined by
d8pp, qq “ max
1ďiďdt|pi ´ qi|u.
Given a point p P pRd, d8q and r ě 0, the open ball of radius r and center p is Brppq “ tx P Rd | d8px, pq ă ru. We
denote the closed ball of radius r and center p by Brppq, its boundary by BBrppq. Given the definition of d8, Brppq is
equivalently defined as the set of points x satisfying the constraints
xi ą pi ´ r and xi ă pi ` r
for 1 ď i ď d. Considering the open intervals Ipi “ ppi ´ r, pi ` rq, we can express the open ball of radius r as the
Cartesian product Brppq “ śdi“1 Ipi , which is the interior of an axis-parallel hypercube centered at p with sides of
length 2r.
We now recall the statements of two set-theoretical properties.
(i) The intersection of a finite number of open (closed) intervals is either empty or an open (closed) interval.
(ii) Cartesian product and intersection of subsets of Rd commute, i.e. pAˆBqX pC ˆDq “ pAXCqˆ pBXDq
where A,B,C,D Ď Rd.
Corollary 2.1. Let tRp “ śdi“1 Ipi upPS be a collection of (the interior of) axis-parallel hyperrectangles in Rd,
centered in the points of S. We have č
iPI
Rp “
dź
i“1
č
pPS
Ipi
which is either empty or (the interior of) an axis-parallel hyperrectangle.
Proof. From (ii) above we have that the intersection of a finite number of axis-parallel hyperrectangles is the Cartesian
product of the intersections of the intervals defining them. Moreover, from (i),
Ş
iPI Rp is non-empty if and only if all
the intersections of intervals are non-empty.
2
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(a) (b)
Figure 1: (a) Four points in R2 whose Delaunay complex is three-dimensional. (b) Voronoi regions of seven points in
R2, and corresponding Delaunay triangulation.
Voronoi diagrams and Delaunay triangulations. These constructions have been extensively studied in computa-
tional geometry [16], primarily for Euclidean space. We refer the reader to [1] for a reference for general Voronoi
diagrams and Delaunay triangulations.
Definition 2.2. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q. The `8-Voronoi region of a point p P S is
Vp “
 
x P Rd | d8pp, xq ď d8pq, xq, @q P S
(
.
The set of `8-Voronoi regions tVpupPS is the `8-Voronoi diagram of S. Before defining the Delaunay complex, we
recall the following definition.
Definition 2.3. The nerve of a collection of open sets U , is the simplicial complex
NrvpUq “
#
σ Ď U |
č
UPσ
U ‰ H
+
.
In the Euclidean setting (and in certain other settings such as hyperbolic spaces), Delaunay triangulations are defined
by the empty circumcircle (resp. circumsphere) property. As noted in [15], this often leads to an ill-defined structure
under the Chebyshev distance unless there are strong genericity assumptions. As we ultimately are interested in the
topological properties, it is more sensible to define the Delauanay complex as the nerve of the cover induced by the
Voronoi regions. We require one additional definition.
Definition 2.4. Given ε ě 0, the ε-thickening of A Ď pRd, d8q is
εpAq “ tx P Rd | D a P A such that d8px, aq ď εu,
i.e. the set of points at distance at most ε from A.
Definition 2.5. The Delaunay complex of a finite set of points S is the simplicial complex
KD “
#
σ Ď S |
č
pPσ
εpVpqo ‰ H
+
,
where εpVpqo is the ε-thickening interior of the Voronoi region of p for ε ą 0 sufficiently small.
We remark on the requirement of a sufficiently small neighborhood of the Voronoi regions. The definition of the nerve
requires open sets, while Voronoi regions as we have defined them are closed sets. As we are considering finite point
sets, we can always choose a neighborhood small enough that the neighborhood retracts to the Voronoi region. This
follows from the fact that the regions are defined by a finite number of linear inequalities. We generally drop the
neighborhood from the notation as we do not believe this causes confusion.
A set of points S can produce a Delaunay complex of dimension greater than d, the ambient dimension. An example
showing this is given by the four points txiu4i“1 in Figure 1a. These lie on the boundary of a `8-ball, whose center c
belongs to
Ş4
i“1 Vxi , which in turn is non-empty. Thus a three-dimensional simplex belongs to the Delaunay complex
of these two-dimensional points.
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Definition 2.6. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q. We say that S is in general position if any subset of up to
d` 1 points of S is affinely independent, and there exists no subset of d` 2 points of S on the boundary of a `8-ball.
General position guarantees that any simplex σ in KD has dimension equal to the one of its convex hull in Rd, from the
first part of the definition above. Moreover, the second requirement regarding “co-spherical” points in the `8 setting
ensures that a maximum of d` 1 Voronoi regions can have a non-empty intersection.
Definition 2.7. The Delaunay triangulation of a finite set of points S in general position in pRd, d8q is the geometric
realisation of the Delaunay complex KD of S, given by the set of convex hulls of simplices of KD.
Figure 1b shows the `8-Voronoi diagram and corresponding Delaunay triangulation of seven points in r0, 1s2 Ď R2. In
particular, and differently from Euclidean Voronoi regions, `8-Voronoi regions are not generally convex.
Persistent Homology We introduce the required definition, but we refer the reader to [19, 32] for in-depth introduc-
tions to persistent homology. In practice, the persistent homology algorithm, first described in [20], takes this sequence
of complexes, and outputs a decomposition into rank one intervals, which are often represented as a multi-sets of points
in R2 called a persistence diagram. A substantial amount of work has been done on the computational complexity of
computing persistent homology, with a large number of results [3, 4, 12, 17, 29, 30, 38, 39] and heuristics [8, 13, 28, 33]
which have greatly sped up computations in practice [31]. The standard algorithm has a complexity of Opn3q which
can be reduced to Opnωq where n is the number of simplices and ω is the matrix multiplication exponent. In practice
however, it has been observed that the majority of computation time is spent constructing the complex. Thus smaller
complexes generally result in faster computation.
Let K be a simplicial complex and R “ triumi“1 a finite set of monotonically increasing real values, such that´8 ă r1 ă r2 ă . . . ă rm ă 8. A filtration of K parameterized by R is a sequence of subcomplexes of K
KR “ tKr1 Ď Kr2 Ď . . . Ď Krmu,
indexed by the values of R. As we focus on finite simplicial complexes, the set of these values is also finite. We map a
filtration KR to a sequence of homology groups via the k-th homology functor Hkp´;Fq, with coefficients in a field F.
The k-th persistence module of a filtration KR is the finite sequence of vector spaces
MkpKRq “ tHkpKr1 ;Fq Ñ HkpKr2 ;Fq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ HkpKrm ;Fqu.
As shown in [40], a persistence module MkpKRq can be decomposed so that its decomposition is in bijection with a
unique set of intervals of the form rri, rjq and rri,`8q. We refer to this set of subintervals of RY t`8u as the k-th
barcode BarkpKRq of the filtration KR. Besides, barcodes BarkpKRq can be interpreted as subsets of the extended
plane R2, where R “ R Y t`8u, by mapping any interval ra, bq to pa, bq P R2. The resulting multi-set of points
is called the k-th persistence diagram DgmkpKRq of the filtration KR. In [14] the authors show that by extending
persistence diagrams with the set D of diagonal points counted with infinite multiplicity, it is possible to define the
so-called bottleneck distance dB . Given two persistence diagrams DgmkpK1Rq, DgmkpK2Rq we have
dBpDgmkpK1Rq,DgmkpK2Rqq “ inf
η:XÑY supxPX
d8px, ηpxqq,
where the infimum is taken over the set of all possible bijections η : X Ñ Y , and X “ DgmkpK1Rq Y D, Y “
DgmkpK2Rq YD. Importantly, the Stability theorem of [14] implies that for two given Cˇech filtrations, the resulting
persistence diagrams are close in bottleneck distance if the original finite point sets are close in Hausdorff distance. A
standard technique for proving bounds on the bottleneck distance is to show that two filtrations are interleaved. We
refer to [10], but note that if a sequence of inclusions can be shown for two two filtrations at the level of simplicial
complexes, this provides a bound on the bottleneck distance between the diagrams.
Proximity Filtrations. In the following discussion we provide the definition of three standard TDA filtrations. All of
these use the proximity of points in S to define the simplices belonging to each subcomplex Kri . In particular, the first
one builds its subcomplexes using cliques of edges, and the latter two make use of `8-balls and the concept of nerve.
We recall the definitions of clique complex for completeness.
Definition 2.8. A complex K is called a clique complex if it is such that any simplex σ of dimension two or higher
belongs to K if and only if all the pairs of points in σ form an edge in K.
Definition 2.9. The Vietoris-Rips filtration KV RR of S is the nested sequence of simplicial complexes KV Rr1 Ď KV Rr2 Ď
. . . Ď KV Rrm , where
KV Rri “ tσ Ď S | maxp,qPσ d8pp, qq ă 2riu,
is the Vietoris-Rips complex with radius ri, and R “ triumi“1 is a finite set of monotonically increasing real values.
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Figure 2: Three complexes belonging to the Alpha filtration of thirty points in R2.
Figure 3: Persistence diagrams in homological dimensions zero and one of the Alpha filtration in Figure 2.
Note that by definition each Vietoris-Rips complex KV Rri is the clique complex on the edges shorter than 2ri. So if ri is
greater than the maximum pairwise distance between any two points in S, then KV Rri is the full simplex on the points of
S, and contains 2n simplices, where n “ |S|. Hence the Vietoris-Rips filtration can include complexes requiring an
exponentially large combinatorial representation in terms of the number of points in S.
Definition 2.10. The Cˇech filtration KCˇR of S is the nested sequence of abstract simplicial complexes KCˇr1 Ď KCˇr2 Ď
. . . Ď KCˇrm , where
KCˇri “ NrvptBrippqupPSq,
is the Cˇech complex with radius ri, and R “ triumi“1 is a finite set of monotonically increasing real values.
The Nerve Theorem can be used to establish a connection between the topology of the Cˇech complex KCˇri and the union
of balls
Ť
pPS Brippq.
Theorem 2.11 (Corollary 4G.3 [26]). If U is an open cover of a paracompact space X such that every non-empty
intersection of finitely many sets in U is contractible, then X is homotopy equivalent to the nerve NrvpUq.
The convexity of balls Brippq implies that their non-empty intersections are contractible, as these are still convex,
so that KCˇri and
Ť
pPS Brippq have the same homotopy type. Hence the Cˇech complex KCˇri has the same homology
groups of
Ť
pPS Brippq for any radius parameter. As in the case of Vietoris-Rips complexes, Cˇech complexes include
an exponential number of simplices for ri big enough. In order to limit the number of simplices to be given as input to
persistent homology algorithms, the following filtration can be used.
Definition 2.12. The Alpha filtration KAR of S is the nested sequence of abstract simplicial complexes KAr1 Ď KAr2 Ď
. . . Ď KArm , where
KAri “ NrvptBrippq X VpupPSq,
is the Alpha complex with radius ri, and R “ triumi“1 is a finite set of monotonically increasing real values.
Figure 2 displays three Alpha complexes, for increasing radius parameter, built on thirty randomly sampled points in
r0, 1s2 Ď R2, and Figure 3 the persistence diagrams of the full Alpha filtration on these points. Importantly Alpha
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complexes are included in the Delaunay complex of S, so that the number of simplices they contain is bounded by the
number of simplices in KD. Furthermore, in the Euclidean setting the Nerve Theorem implies that Cˇech and Alpha
complexes have the same homotopy type for any ri. This follows from the convexity of Euclidean Voronoi regions and
the fact that ď
pPS
Brippq “
ď
pPS
ˆ
Brippq X Vp
˙
.
This allows the use Alpha filtrations as the input of persistent homology algorithms, when we are actually interested in
the homology of Cˇech complexes of S.
On the other hand, `8-Voronoi regions are generally non-convex, as mentioned in Section 2. Thus the Nerve theorem
does not apply in the `8 metric setting. In Section 4, we introduce two new types of complexes and corresponding
filtrations, which homology groups can be proven to be isomorphic to those of Cˇech complexes in homological
dimensions zero and one.
Vietoris-Rips and Cˇech Equality. For completeness, we show that in the `8 metric setting the Vietoris-Rips and
Cˇech complexes with radius r of S contain the same simplices.
Proposition 2.13. Let tIiumi“1 a finite set of open intervals in R. The intersection
Şm
i“1 Ii is non-empty if and only if
the pairwise intersections Ii X Ij are non-empty for any i, j “ 1, 2, . . . ,m.
Proof. (ñ) This direction follows directly from the hypothesis thatH ‰ Şmi“1 Ii and the fact that Şmi“1 Ii Ď Iiˆ X Ijˆ
for any pair of intervals Iiˆ and Ijˆ in tIiumi“1.
(ð) Given Ii “ pai, biq for 1 ď i ď m, we have Ii X Ij ‰ H for 1 ď i, j ď m. Let us define aˆ “ maxmi“1taiu and
bˆ “ minmi“1tbiu. Given the intervals Iaˆ and Ibˆ realizing the maximum over the ais and minimum over the bis, if bˆ ă aˆ,
then Iaˆ X Ibˆ “ H, which is in contradiction with our hypothesis on pairwise intersections. So it must be that aˆ ď bˆ,
and we define Iˆ “ paˆ, bˆq. Because ai ď aˆ ď bˆ ď bi for each 1 ď i ď m, it follows that Iˆ Ď Ii for each 1 ď i ď m.
Thus we conclude thatH ‰ Iˆ Ď Şmi“1 Ii.
Proposition 2.14. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q, and tBrppqupPS the collection of open balls of radius
r centered in the points of S. The intersection
Ş
pPS Brppq is non-empty if and only if the pairwise intersections
Brppq XBrpqq are non-empty for any p, q P S.
Proof. (ñ) Again, as in Proposition 2.13, if the intersection of all the sets is non-empty, so are all pairwise intersections.
(ð) Two `8-balls intersect if and only if all pairs of their defining intervals intersect, by Corollary 2.1. So the hypothesis
on pairwise intersections of balls translates to pairwise intersections of intervals, i.e. Ipi X Iqi ‰ H for any pair p, q P S.
Thus this direction follows by applying Proposition 2.13 to every term of the Cartesian product in the statement of
Corollary 2.1.
Corollary 2.15. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q, and r P R. The Vietoris-Rips complex KV Rr and the Cˇech
complex KCˇr coincide.
Proof. From the definition of the Vietoris-Rips complex, we have that σ P KV Rr if and only if maxp,qPσ d8pp, qq ă 2r.
This is equivalent at asking that the pairwise intersections of ballsBrppqXBrpqq are non-empty for any pair p, q P σ. In
turn, applying Proposition 2.14, we have that this condition on pairwise intersections is equivalent at
Ş
pPσ Brppq ‰ H,
which is true if and only if σ P KCˇr . We conclude that σ P KV Rr if and only if σ P KCˇr .
Hence the Vietoris-Rips and Cˇech filtrations are the same nested sequences of complexes for any given S andR, so that
Cˇech filtrations are sequences of clique complexes.
Proposition 2.16. Let KCˇppqr and KV Rppqr be the Cˇech complex and Vietoris-Rips complex of S in `p metric space.
The following nesting holds
KCˇp2qr Ď KV Rp2qr Ď KV Rp8qr “ KCˇp8qr Ď KCˇp2q?dr Ď K
V Rp2q?
dr
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Proof. This follows by the equivalence of norms ||x||8 ď ||x||2 ď
?
d||x||8, Corollary 2.15, and the fact that
σ P KCˇp8qr implies σ P KCˇp2q?
dr
, because for any z P ŞpPσ Bp8qr ppq ‰ H we have d8pz, pq ă r, and so that
d2pz, pq ă
?
dr for each p P σ, i.e. ŞpPσ Bp2qr ppq ‰ H.
By standard arguments, this sandwiching implies that the Vietoris-Rips filtrations and Cˇech filtrations in Euclidean and
`8 metric are
?
d-interleaved (multiplicatively).
3 Delaunay Edges
In low dimensions, Delauanay-Cech and/or Alpha complexes have been effective for speeding up persistence computa-
tions. Hence, a natural question is to investigate these for the `8 distance. We first characterize pairs of points in S
forming edges of the Delaunay complex KD of S Ď pRd, d8q.
Definition 3.1. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q, and σ a subset of S. We say that σ is a Delaunay simplex ifŞ
pPσ Vp is non-empty, where Vp is the `8-Voronoi region of p. Moreover, any z P
Ş
pPσ Vp is a witness point of σ. On
the other hand, if
Ş
pPσ Vp is empty, then σ is a non-Delaunay simplex.
Proposition 3.2. Let S be a finite set of points in `8 metric space, e “ tp, qu a pair of points in S, and r¯ “ d8pp,qq2 . A
witness point z of e must be contained in
Ar¯`εpq “ BBr¯`εppq X BBr¯`εpqq.
Moreover, the pair e is a Delaunay edge if and only if there exists ε ě 0 such that Ar¯`εpq is not covered byď
yPSze
Br¯`εpyq.
Proof. The definition of `8-Voronoi region in Section 2, implies that z P Rd is a witness of e if and only if
(i) d8pz, pq “ d8pz, qq;
(ii) d8pz, pq ď d8pz, yq for each y P Sze.
Given r¯ “ d8pp,qq2 , let us suppose d8pz, pq “ d8pz, qq ă r¯ for any witness point z of e. Then, by the triangular
inequality, we would have 2r¯ ą d8pz, pq ` d8pz, qq ě d8pp, qq “ 2r¯, which is a contradiction. So it must be that
d8pz, pq “ d8pz, qq ě r¯, or equivalently that
z P Ar¯`εpq “ BBr¯`εppq X BBr¯`εpqq,
with ε ě 0. Moreover, condition (ii) above implies that if z is a witness of e, then
z R
ď
yPSze
Br¯`εpyq
Thus, combining (i) and (ii) above, a point z is a witness of e if and only if z P Ar¯`εpq z
`Ť
yPSzeBr¯`εpyq
˘
with
ε ě 0. The conclusion follows because the existence of a witness is equivalent at being a Delaunay edge for any pair
tp, qu Ď S.
We prove some useful properties of ε-thickenings for completeness. These, together with the sets Ar¯`εpq defined within
the previous proposition, are used to obtain the characterisation of Delaunay edges we are interested in.
Proposition 3.3. (i) Let I1, I2 Ď R be two non-empty closed intervals. If I1 X I2 ‰ H, then εpI1 X I2q “
εpI1q X εpI2q.
(ii) Taking ε-thickenings preserves inclusions.
(iii) Let A “ tAuiPI be a finite collection of sets. The ε-thickening of the union of sets in A is equal to the union of
the ε-thickenings of sets in A.
7
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Figure 4: The ε-thickening of the non-empty intersection of two squares is equal to the intersection of the ε-thickenings
of the squares.
Proof. (i) We have I1 “ ra1, b1s and I2 “ ra2, b2s, with I1 X I2 ‰ H. So either one of the two intervals is contained
in the other or they share a common subinterval. In the first case, we can suppose without loss of generality I1 Ď I2.
Then εpI1 X I2q “ εpI1q “ ra1 ´ ε, b1 ` εs “ ra1 ´ ε, b1 ` εs X ra2 ´ ε, b2 ` εs “ εpI1q X εpI2q. In the latter
case, we can assume without loss of generality that I1 X I2 “ ra2, b1s, and we have εpI1 X I2q “ ra2 ´ ε, b1 ` εs “
ra1 ´ ε, b1 ` εs X ra2 ´ ε, b2 ` εs “ εpI1q X εpI2q.
(ii) We consider A,B Ď Rd such that A Ď B. Given any x P εpAqzA, by the definition of ε-thickening there exists
a P A such that d8px, aq ď ε. We have that x P εpBq, because a P B and d8px, aq ď ε. So εpAqzA Ď εpBq, and
because A Ď εpBq it follows that εpAq Ď εpBq.
(iii) For any set A Ď Rd, we have εpAq “ ŤxPABεpxq, where Bεpxq is the closed ball of radius ε and center x. Thus
ε
˜ď
iPI
Ai
¸
“
ď
xPŤiPI Ai
Bεpxq “
ď
iPI
ď
xPAi
Bεpxq “
ď
iPI
εpAiq
Proposition 3.4. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q, e “ tp, qu a pair of points of S, and r¯ “ d8pp,qq2 . The set
Ar¯pq “ BBr¯ppq X BBr¯pqq is equal to Br¯ppq XBr¯pqq, which is a non-empty axis-parallel hyperrectangle.
Proof. Ar¯pq is the intersection of the boundaries of the closed ballsBr¯ppq andBr¯pqq, which are axis-parallel hypercubes.
So we have Ar¯pq Ď Br¯ppq XBr¯pqq, because BBr¯ppq Ď Br¯ppq and BBr¯pqq Ď Br¯pqq.
Let us suppose there exists y P Br¯ppq XBr¯pqq such that y R Ar¯pq . It follows that
(i) d8py, pq ď r¯ and d8py, qq ď r¯, because y P Br¯ppq XBr¯pqq;
(ii) d8py, pq ‰ r¯ or d8py, qq ‰ r¯, because y R Ar¯pq “ BBr¯ppq X BBr¯pqq.
So at least one between d8pp, yq and d8pq, yq must be is strictly less than r¯. Applying the triangular inequality to the
distances between p, q, and y, we obtain r¯` r¯ ą d8pp, yq` d8pq, yq ě d8pp, qq “ 2r¯, which is a contradiction. Thus
Ar¯pq “ Br¯ppqXBr¯pqq, and by Corollary 2.1 Ar¯pq is the Cartesian product of the intersections of pairs of closed intervals
of length 2r¯ defining Br¯ppq and Br¯pqq. Furthermore, all the intersections of these closed intervals are non-empty by
definition of d8 and r¯, so that Ar¯pq is a non-empty axis-parallel hyperrectangle.
Proposition 3.5. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q, e “ tp, qu a pair of points of S, and Ar¯pq “ BBr¯ppq X
BBr¯pqq, where r¯ “ d8pp,qq2 . Given ε ě 0, the ε-thickening εpAr¯pqq equals εpBr¯ppqq X εpBr¯pqqq and contains Ar¯`εpq .
8
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5: In (a) Euclidean balls centered in p, q intersect in a point which is covered by the ball centered in y. As the
radius grows in (b) this intersection is not covered by the ball centered in y, so that z is a witness point of e “ tp, qu. In
(c) `8-balls centered in p, q intersect in Ar¯pq which is covered by the ball centered in y. Again the radius grows in (d),
but in this case the ball centered in y covers Ar¯`εpq .
Proof. Given Br¯ppq “śdi“1rpi ´ r¯, pi ` r¯s and Br¯pqq “śdi“1rqi ´ r¯, qi ` r¯s, from Proposition 3.4 we have
Ar¯pq “
dź
i“1
rpi ´ r¯, pi ` r¯s X rqi ´ r¯, qi ` r¯s,
where rpi ´ r¯, pi ` r¯s X rqi ´ r¯, qi ` r¯s ‰ H for each 1 ď i ď d. So by Corollary 2.1 and Proposition 3.3 (i) we have
εpAr¯pqq “
dź
i“1
rpi ´ r¯ ´ ε, pi ` r¯ ` εs X rqi ´ r¯ ´ ε, qi ` r¯ ` εs “ εpBr¯ppqq X εpBr¯pqqq.
This property of ε-thickenings of Ar¯pq in `8 metric is illustrated in Figure 4. The proof follows as we have
Ar¯`εpq “ BBr¯`εppq X BBr¯`εpqq
Ď Br¯`εppq XBr¯`εpqq
“ εpBr¯ppqq X εpBr¯pqqq “ εpAr¯pqq
Note that the above result holds specifically because we are taking points in `8 metric space. On the other hand in the
Euclidean setting Ar¯pq consists of a single point, as Euclidean balls are strictly convex sets. Moreover, it may happen
that Ar¯pq is covered by
Ť
yPSzeBr¯pyq, but that Ar¯`εpq is not for some ε ą 0. An example of this is given in Figures 5a
and 5b, which make use of three points in R2. For comparison, in Figures 5c and 5d, an equivalent disposition of points
in `8 metric space illustrates the result of Proposition 3.5.
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Corollary 3.6. Let e “ tp, qu be a pair of points contained in S. Then e is a Delaunay edge if and only if Ar¯pq is not
covered by
Ť
yPSzeBr¯pyq, where r¯ “ d8pp,qq2 .
Proof. (ñ) The pair e “ tp, qu is a Delaunay edge, so it must have a witness point. Equivalently by Proposition 3.2,
there exist ε ě 0 and z P Rd such that z P Ar¯`εpq z
`Ť
yPSzeBr¯`εpyq
˘
, where r¯ “ d8pp,qq2 .
We prove this direction of the result by contradiction. Let us suppose Ar¯pq is covered by
Ť
yPSzeBr¯pyq, i.e. Ar¯pq ĎŤ
yPSzeBr¯pyq. Proposition 3.5 and points (ii) and (iii) of Proposition 3.3 allow us to derive the following inclusions
Ar¯`εpq Ď ε
ˆ
Ar¯pq
˙
Ď ε
ˆ ď
yPSze
Br¯pyq
˙
“
ď
yPSze
Br¯`εpyq,
for any ε ě 0. Taking the first and last term in the sequence of inclusions above, we have Ar¯`εpq Ď
Ť
yPSzeBr¯`εpyq for
any ε ě 0. This concludes this part of the proof as it contradicts the existence of a witness z P Ar¯`εpq z
`Ť
yPSzeBr¯`εpyq
˘
for any ε ě 0.
(ð) Follows from Proposition 3.2 taking ε “ 0. Any point in Ar¯pqz
`Ť
yPSzeBr¯pyq
˘
is a witness of e.
Algorithm. We give the pseudocode of an algorithm for finding all the Delaunay edges of S Ď pR, d8q. We use the
result of Corollary 3.6. This gives us a test to decide if a pair of points e “ tp, qu Ď S forms a Delaunay edge. An
implementation of this algorithm is available as part of the persty Python package, which source code can be found at
https://github.com/gbeltramo/persty.
The algorithm works by checking if Ar¯pq is covered by
Ť
yPSzeBr¯pyq on lines 8 ´ 22. Its output is a list of pairs of
indices, representing the pairs of points in S which are Delaunay edges. For each pair of indices pi, jq the set Ar¯pq is
defined on line 6, which by Proposition 3.4 is equal to the non-empty hyperrectangle Br¯ppq XBr¯pqq. Then hyperrects
is initialized as the list of axis-parallel hyperrectangles containing Ar¯pq only. Note that hyperrects has the property
that the union of its elements is equal to Ar¯pq . After these preliminary steps, on lines 8´ 22 the algorithm loops on the
points in Sztp, qu. During the first iteration of this loop, it operates on Ar¯pq by removing its intersection with Br¯py1q.
There are three cases.
(i) Ar¯pq Ď Br¯py1q, i.e. Ar¯pqzBr¯py1q “ H meaning that tp, qu is a non-Delaunay edge.
(ii) Ar¯pq Ę Br¯py1q and Ar¯pq X Br¯py1q ‰ H. We can write Br¯py1q “
Ş2d
l“1Hl, where each Hl is an half-space
through one of the faces of Br¯py1q. It follows that
Ar¯pqzBr¯pyq “ Ar¯pqz
ˆ 2dč
l“1
Hl
˙
“ Ar¯pq X
ˆ 2dč
l“1
Hl
˙c
“ Ar¯pq X
ˆ 2dď
l“1
Hcl
˙
“
2dď
l“1
Ar¯pq XHcl ,
where each Ar¯pq XHcl is an axis-parallel hyperrectangle.
(iii) Ar¯pq XBr¯py1q “ H, i.e. Ar¯pq “ Ar¯pqzBr¯py1q.
We have that after the first iteration of the loop the union of elements in hyperrects is: empty in (i), equal toŤ2d
l“1Ar¯pq XHcl in (ii), and equal to Ar¯pq in (iii). In every case this union equals Ar¯pqzBr¯py1q. Then, assuming that after
the pk´1q-th iteration of the loop on line 8´22, the union of elements in hyperrects is equal toAr¯pqz
`Ťk´1
t“1 Br¯pytq
˘
,
we have that this holds true also after the k-th iteration. This is because the discussion of the three possible cases above
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Algorithm 1 Delaunay edges of a finite set of points S in `8 metric space.
1: input: array points, the finite set of points S in pRd, d8q
2: edgesÐ empty list of two-tuples of integers
3: for i “ 1 to |S| do
4: for j “ i` 1 to |S| do
5: p, qÐ pointsris, pointsrjs
6: Ar¯pq Ð BBr¯ppq X BBr¯pqq, where r¯ “ d8pp,qq2
7: hyperrectsÐ list of hyperrectangles in Rd, initially contaning Ar¯pq
8: for y in Sztp, qu do
9: for hrect in hyperrects do
10: if hrect Ď Br¯pyq then
11: Remove hrect from hyperrects
12: else if hrectXBr¯pyq ‰ H then
13: half_spacesÐ list of open half-spaces not intersecting Br¯pyq, defined by the hyperplanes through
the faces of Br¯pyq
14: new_hrectsÐ list of non-empty intersections of hrect with elements in half_spaces
15: Remove hrect from hyperrects
16: Add elements of new_hrects to hyperrects
17: end if
18: end for
19: if hyperrects is empty then
20: break
21: end if
22: end for
23: if hyperrects is non-empty then
24: Add pi, jq to edges
25: end if
26: end for
27: end for
28: return edges
for Ar¯pq and Br¯py1q applies directly to each hrect P hyperrects and Br¯pykq, and
Ar¯pqz
ˆ k´1ď
t“1
Br¯pytq
˙
“
ď
hrect P hyperrects
hrect
ó
Ar¯pqz
ˆ kď
t“1
Br¯pytq
˙
“
ˆ ď
hrect P hyperrects
hrect
˙
z Br¯pykq
“
ď
hrect P hyperrects
ˆ
hrect z Br¯pykq
˙
So, when the loop terminates, the union of the elements in hyperrects equals Ar¯pqz
`Ť
yPSztp,quBr¯pyq
˘
. Finally
hyperrects is used on line 23 to determine if pi, jq are the indices of a Delaunay edge. If hyperrects is a non-empty
list, then it means that Ar¯pqz
`Ť
yPSztp,quBr¯pyq
˘
is non-empty, and so that by Corollary 3.6 ppointsris, pointsrjsq is a
Delaunay edge. On the other hand if hyperrects is empty, then ppointsris, pointsrjsq is a non-Delaunay edge.
During each loop on lines 8 ´ 22 every elements of hyperrects may be replaced with the elements of the list
new_hrects on line 14 . This contains d´ 1 hyperrectangles in the worst case, because Ar¯pq can intersect a maximum
of d´1 open half-spaces Hcl . Thus the total number of elements in hyperrects in the worst case is Oppd´1qnq, where
d is the ambient dimension and n “ |S|. It follows that Algorithm 1 is not efficient, expecially in high dimensions.
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4 Alpha Clique and Minibox Complexes
In this section we define two new filtrations of abstract simplicial complexes built on the points of S Ď pRd, d8q. Both
of these consist of nested sequences of clique complexes. An algorithm for finding the edges of the first type of filtration
is given at the end of Section 3. Besides, we provide an algorithm for finding the edges of the second filtration in the
following discussion. Because these are clique complexes, this is all the information required to obtain their simplices,
which are the input of persistent homology algorithms. In the next section, these newly defined filtrations are shown to
produce the same persistence diagrams of the Cˇech filtration of S in homological dimensions zero and one.
4.1 Alpha Clique Complexes
Definition 4.1. The Alpha clique filtration KACR of S is the nested sequence of abstract simplicial complexes KACr1 Ď
KACr2 Ď . . . Ď KACrm , where
KACri “ tσ Ď S | maxp,qPσ d8pp, qq ă 2ri and tp, qu is Delaunay @ p, q P σu,
is the Alpha clique complex with radius ri, and R “ triumi“1 is a finite set of monotonically increasing real values.
We study the relation between the Alpha clique complex KACr and the Alpha complex K
A
r of S at the end of this
section. In particular, we show that they coincide if S is a finite set of points in R2, and that the Alpha clique complex
can contains more simplices for higher-dimensional points.
4.2 Minibox Complexes
Next we introduce a family of abstract simplicial complexes, which again are clique complexes, but which edges can be
found in polynomial time. This property, combined with the results of Section 5, makes them a good option in cases we
are only interested in computing the zero and one-dimensional Cˇech persistence diagrams of high-dimensional points.
Definition 4.2. Let p, q be two points in pRd, d8q. The minibox of p and q is
Minipq “
dź
i“1
ˆ
mintpi, qiu,maxtpi, qiu
˙
,
which is the interior of an axis-parallel hyperrectangle.
Proposition 4.3. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q, e “ tp, qu a pair of points of S, and Minipq the minibox of
p and q. If it exists y P Sze such that y P Minipq , then e is a non-Delaunay edge.
Proof. From Proposition 3.4, we have Ar¯pq “ Br¯ppq XBr¯pqq, which is a Cartesian product of non-empty intersections
of closed intervals. In dimension i, defined ai “ mintpi, qiu and bi “ maxtpi, qiu, we have rai ´ r¯, ai ` r¯s X rbi ´
r¯, bi ` r¯s “ rbi ´ r¯, ai ` r¯s, so that
Br¯ppq XBr¯pqq “
dź
i“1
rbi ´ r¯, ai ` r¯s.
Given y P Minipq, we have ai ă yi ă bi for each 1 ď i ď d, implying yi ´ r¯ ă bi ´ r¯ and yi ` r¯ ą ai ` r¯. Thus
rbi ´ r¯, ai ` r¯s Ă pyi ´ r¯, yi ` r¯q for each 1 ď i ď d, so that Ar¯pq Ă Br¯pyq. The result follows by applying Corollary
3.6, because Ar¯pq is covered by Br¯pyq.
Definition 4.4. The Minibox filtration KMR of S is the nested sequence of abstract simplicial complexes KMr1 Ď KMr2 Ď
. . . Ď KMrm , where
KMri “ tσ Ď S | maxp,qPσ d8pp, qq ă 2ri and Minipq X pSztp, quq “ H @ p, q P σu,
is the Minibox complex with radius ri, and R “ triumi“1 is a finite set of monotonically increasing real values.
We have that Minibox complexes are clique complexes, and from Proposition 4.3
KACri Ď KMri Ď KCˇri ,
for any ri. Figures 6a, 6b, and 6c display the Alpha clique, Minibox, and Cˇech complexes edges of the same set of
randomly sampled points in R2.
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Algorithm 2 Minibox edges of a finite set of points S in `8 metric space.
1: input: array points, the finite set of points S in pRd, d8q
2: edgesÐ empty list of two-tuples of integers
3: for i “ 1 to |S| do
4: for j “ i` 1 to |S| do
5: p, q Ð pointsris, pointsrjs
6: Minip,q ÐMinibox through p and q
7: add_edgeÐ true
8: for y in Sztp, qu do
9: if y is inside Minip,q then
10: add_edgeÐ false
11: break
12: end if
13: end for
14: if add_edge then
15: Add pi, jq to edges
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for
19: return edges
(a) Alpha clique edges. (b) Minibox edges. (c) Cˇech edges.
Figure 6: Comparison of Alpha clique (i.e. Delaunay), Minibox, and Cˇech edges of thirty random points in R2
Algorithm. Algorithm 2 gives the pseudocode for finding all the Minibox edges on the points of S. An implementation
of this algorithm can be found as part of the persty Python package, as for Algorithm 1. The algorithm works by looping
on pairs pi, jq of indices of points of S, and adding pi, jq to the output list edges if no point y P Sztp, qu is found
inside Minipq in the loop on lines 8´ 13. The correctness of the algorithm follows from Proposition 4.3. The worst
case running time of this algorithm is Opd ¨ n3q, where n “ |S|, because there are three loops on the points of S on
lines 3, 4 and 8 and the check on line 9 requires 2d comparisons of type mintpi, qiu ă yi and yi ă maxtpi, qiu.
We conclude by noting that in both Algorithm 1 and 2 each of the npn´1q2 edges is checked independently from the
others. Thus both could take advantage of implementations parallelizing these checks1, enhancing their real-world
performance.
4.3 Relation between Alpha and Alpha Clique Complexes
In the Euclidean case, because of the structure of Euclidean Voronoi regions, Alpha complexes are not clique complexes.
Figure 7a shows the Euclidean Voronoi regions of four points in the plane, where x1, x2, and x3 form three Delaunay
edges, while tx1, x2, x3u is not a Delaunay triangle. So, given ri big enough, the Alpha complex KAri on these four
1For this to be truly parallel each thread of execution needs to be given its copy of the points array.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7: Voronoi diagrams of four points in R2. In (a) with Euclidean distance and in (b) with `8 metric.
points contains tx1, x2u, tx1, x3u, and tx2, x3u as edges, but it will never contain tx1, x2, x3u as a triangle. On the
other hand, we can show that the Delaunay complex of planar points in `8 metric is a clique complex.
Proposition 4.5. Let S be a finite set of points in pR2, d8q. The Delaunay complex of S is a clique complex.
Proof. Let us consider three points x1, x2, x3 Ď S, such that tx1, x2u, tx1, x3u and tx2, x3u are Delaunay edges.
Without loss of generality, we can assume tx1, x2u to be the longest edge. Defined r¯ “ d8px1,x2q2 , and Ar¯x1x2 “
BBr¯px1q X BBr¯px2q, by Proposition 3.4 we have that
Ar¯x1x2 “ Br¯px1q XBr¯px2q,
which is a non-empty axis-parallel rectangle. Moreover, because it is contained in the boundary of squares in R2 it
is either a line segment of length less than 2r¯ or a point. Also, by definition of r¯, the intersections Br¯px1q XBr¯px2q,
Br¯px1q XBr¯px3q, and Br¯px2q XBr¯px3q are all non-empty, so that by Proposition 2.14 we have
Ar¯x1x2 XBr¯px3q “ Br¯px1q XBr¯px2q XBr¯px3q ‰ H.
If Ar¯x1x2zBr¯px3q “ H, then Ar¯x1x2 is covered by Br¯px3q, which is in contradiction with tx1, x2u being a Delaunay
edge from Corollary 3.6. On the other hand, if Ar¯x1x2zBr¯px3q ‰ H, then Ar¯x1x2 must intersect the boundary of Br¯px3q,
because the first is an axis-parallel line segment or a point, the second a square inR2, and their intersection is non-empty.
Defined
Ar¯x1x2x3 “ Ar¯x1x2 X BBr¯px3q,
any point in Ar¯x1x2x3z
`Ť
yPSztx1,x2,x3uBr¯pyq
˘
is a witness of the triangle tx1, x2, x3u. Hence if this set is non-empty,
we can conclude that the Delaunay complex of S is a clique complex from the definition of witness point in Section 3.
We suppose by contradiction that Ar¯x1x2x3z
`Ť
yPSztx1,x2,x3uBr¯pyq
˘ “ H, and show that in every possible case one
between tx1, x2u, tx1, x3u, and tx2, x3u cannot be a Delaunay edge.
We know that the axis-parallel square Br¯px3q intersects Ar¯x1x2 without covering it, so that Ar¯x1x2x3 is again an axis-
parallel line segment or a point. To simplify the exposition, we assume without loss of generality Ar¯x1x2 and A
r¯
x1x2x3 to
be vertical line segments in R2, and Br¯px3q to be intersecting Ar¯x1x2 from below. More precisely, given x1 “ px11, x12q,
x2 “ px21, x22q, and x3 “ px31, x32q, we assume d8px1, x2q “ |x11 ´ x21| “ 2r¯ ě |x12 ´ x22|, and that x32 ď mintx12, x22u.
This implies
Ar¯x1x2x3 Ď Ar¯x1x2 XBr¯px3q “ ra1, a1s ˆ ra2, bˆ2s
Ď ra1, a1s ˆ ra2, b2s “ Ar¯x1x2
where a1 “ maxtx11, x21u´ r¯, a2 “ maxtx12, x22u´ r¯, b2 “ mintx12, x22u` r¯, and bˆ2 “ x32` r¯. So Ax1x2x3 is included
in ra1, a1s ˆ ra2, bˆ2s, and by definition of bˆ2 we have that pa1, bˆ2q P BBr¯px3q. Thus pa1, bˆ2q P Ar¯x1x2x3 , and because
we are assuming by contradiction that Ar¯x1x2x3 is covered by balls of radius r¯ centered in the points of Sztx1, x2, x3u,
there exists y1 P Sztx1, x2, x3u such that pa1, bˆ2q P Br¯py1q.
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(a) (b)
Figure 8: Illustration of the last two cases of the proof of Proposition 4.5. In (a) the red square marker represents point
pa1, bˆ2q on Ar¯x1x2 , which is covered by Br¯py1q from above. In (b) the same point is covered by Br¯py1q from below. In
both (a) and (b) the boundary of Br¯py1q is drawn as a dashed line.
Finally, either Br¯py1q intersects Ar¯x1x2 from above or from below. These two cases are illustrated in Figures 8a and 8b,
where the boundary of Br¯py1q is represented as a dashed line, and pa1, bˆ2q as a red square marker. In the former case
Br¯px3qYBr¯py1q covers Ar¯x1x2 , which is in contradiction with tx1, x2u being a Delaunay edge, by Corollary 3.6. In the
latter case, given y1 “ py11, y12q, we have mintx11, x12u ă y11 ă maxtx11, x12u, and x23 ă y12 ă mintx21, x22u, because
Br¯py1q intersects Ar¯x1x2 without covering it, and contains pa1, bˆ2q. As a result y1 is either in Minix1x3 or Minix2x3 ,
depending on y11 being on the right or left of x13, and either tx1, x3u or tx2, x3u is a non-Delaunay edge by Proposition
4.3, which again is a contradiction.
Corollary 4.6. Let S be a finite set of points in R2. The Alpha clique complex KACr and the Alpha complex KAr of S
coincide for any r P R.
Proof. We need to show that KACr and K
A
r contain the same simplices. This is true for the sets of vertices of K
AC
r and
KAr , which are both empty for r ď 0 and correspond to the points of S for r ą 0. In the case of edges, we have that
e “ tp, qu P KACr if and only if there exists a witness point z P Ar¯pq “ Br¯ppq X Br¯pqq, with r¯ “ d8pp,qq2 ă r from
Corollary 3.6. It follows that
z P
ˆ
Vp X Vq
˙
X
ˆ
Br¯ppq XBr¯pqq
˙
Ď
ˆ
Vp XBrppq
˙
X
ˆ
Vq XBrpqq
˙
‰ H,
so e P KAr as well. On the other hand, if e P KAr , then e belongs to KACr by definition.
Finally, because KACr is a clique complex, we need to show that all the triangles of K
AC
r are also contained in K
A
r .
This follow from Proposition 4.5, and the fact that three axis-parallel squares intersect if and only if they intersect
pairwise from Proposition 2.14. More precisely, the same argument used in the second part of the proof of Proposition
4.5 can be used to define a witness point z of a triangle σ P KACr (the red square marker in Figure 8). Note that the
distance from this z to the vertices of σ is equal to r¯, i.e. half the length of the longest edge. Thus σ is added to KAr if
and only if its three edges are in KAr , which makes K
A
r into a clique complex on Delaunay edges shorter than 2r, and
so equal to KACr .
In dimensions higher than two, Alpha complexes and Alpha clique complexes do not coincide anymore. In fact we can
give a counterexample for three-dimensional points, which is illustrated in Figure 9. Given the points x1 “ r0, 0, 0s,
x2 “ r2, 1, 1s, x3 “ r1, 1.5,´0.5s, x4 “ r1,´0.2,´0.2s, and x5 “ r1, 1.2, 1.2s, one can check that
• p1, 0, 1q is a witness of tx1, x2u at distance 1 from x1 and x2;
• p0.5, 0.75,´0.5q is a witness of tx1, x3u at distance 0.75 from x1 and x3;
• p1.5, 1.5, 0.25q is a witness of tx2, x3u at distance 0.75 from x2 and x3.
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(a) Projection along x and y axes. (b) Projection along y and z axes.
Figure 9: Five points in R3 realising a counterexample to Alpha complexes and Alpha clique complexes equality in
dimensions higher than two.
Thus the pairs tx1, x2u, tx1, x3u, tx2, x3u are Delaunay edges, but we can show that tx1, x2, x3u is not a Delaunay
triangle. This follows from the fact that BB1px1q X BB1px2q X BB1px3q is formed by two line segments, plotted as
thickened lines in Figure 9, which are covered by B1px4q YB1px5q. Moreover, for values of the radius of the `8-balls
greater than 1, we can repeat the arguments involving ε-thickenings and intersections of intervals used in the proofs of
Proposition 3.5 and Corollary 3.6. Thus, the set BB1`εpx1q X BB1`εpx2q X BB1`εpx3q is contained in the union of
the ε-thickenings of the two thickened lines segments in Figure 9b, and so is contained in B1`εpx4q YB1`εpx5q for
any ε ě 0. We can conclude that tx1, x2, x3u does not have any witness point, and so is not a Delaunay simplex.
5 Persistent Homology of Alpha Clique and Minibox Complexes
We study the relation between the persistent homology of Alpha Clique, Minibox, and Cˇech filtrations. The results
obtained allow to use any of these interchangeably as long as we are interested in zero and one-dimensional homology
only. The best choice of filtration depends on the number of points in S and the ambient dimension d. In the next
section, we compare these filtrations by running computational experiments on randomly generated datasets.
5.1 Alpha Clique and Cˇech
From Section 2, we have that Cˇech complexes and Vietoris-Rips complexes coincide in `8 metric, so that KCˇr is a
clique complex for any r. Besides, any Alpha clique complex KACr is a clique complex by definition. Thus, given
KACr and K
Cˇ
r , a pair of points e “ tp, qu Ď S
• Is an edge of both KCˇr and K
AC
r if and only if it is Delaunay and its length is less than 2r;
• Is an edge of KCˇr and not of K
AC
r if it is non-Delaunay and its length is less than 2r;
• Is not an edge of both KCˇr and K
AC
r if and only if its length is greater than or equal to 2r.
As a result, given a monotonically increasing set of real values R “ triumi“1, the Alpha clique and Cˇech filtrations on S
differ by the non-Delaunay edges and the additional cliques formed by these. Anyway, for r ď 0, the Alpha clique and
Cˇech complexes are both empty by definition. Moreover, given r greater than zero and less than the minimum distance
between any two points of S, we have that HkpKACr q is isomorphic to HkpKCˇr q for any k ě 0, because both contain
only the points of S as vertices. In the following discussion, we show that increasing the value of the radius r so that
only one edge and the cliques it forms are added to KCˇr , preserves this isomorphism in homological dimensions zero
and one.
To deal with the problem of multiple edges having equal length, we assume that the `8 distances between pairs of
points of S are all distinct. In case this property does not hold, the finite set of points S can be infinitesimally perturbed
to obtain it. Importantly, the Stability theorem of persistent homology, mentioned in Section 2, guarantees that the
persistence diagrams of the original and perturbed points are close in bottleneck distance.
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Before stating and proving the theorem relating the homology of Alpha clique and Cˇech complexes, we give three
auxiliary results used in its proof.
Proposition 5.1. Let R1 and R2 be two axis-parallel hyperrectangles in Rd. If R1 X R2 is non-empty, then the
Euclidean projection piR1 : R1 Ñ R2, defined by mapping each x P R1 to its closest points in Euclidean distance on
R2, is such that piR1pR1q Ď R1 XR2.
Proof. Let R1 “śdi“1raR1i , bR1i s and R2 “śdi“1raR2i , bR2i s such that R1 XR2 ‰ H. From Corollary 2.1 we know
that raR1i , bR1i s X raR2i , bR2i s “ ra¯i, b¯is ‰ H for each 1 ď i ď d, and that R1 XR2 “
śd
i“1ra¯i, b¯is.
Given x P R1, we suppose by contradiction that y “ piR1pxq P R2 is such that y R R1 XR2. Thus y R
śd
i“1ra¯i, b¯is,
and there exists 1 ď iˆ ď d such that yiˆ R ra¯iˆ, b¯iˆs. The intervals raR1iˆ , bR1iˆ s and raR2iˆ , bR2iˆ s can intersect in four possible
ways:
(i) raR1
iˆ
, bR1
iˆ
s intersects raR2
iˆ
, bR2
iˆ
s on the left, i.e. aR1
iˆ
ď aR2
iˆ
ď bR1
iˆ
ď bR2
iˆ
. Thus aR1
iˆ
ď xiˆ ď bR1iˆ ă yiˆ, and
we define y1 “ ry1, . . . , bR1iˆ , . . . , yds;
(ii) raR1
iˆ
, bR1
iˆ
s intersects raR2
iˆ
, bR2
iˆ
s on the right, i.e. aR2
iˆ
ď aR1
iˆ
ď bR2
iˆ
ď bR1
iˆ
. Thus yiˆ ă aR1iˆ ď xiˆ ď bR1iˆ , and
we define y2 “ ry1, . . . , aR1iˆ , . . . , yds;
(iii) raR1
iˆ
, bR1
iˆ
s is contained in raR2
iˆ
, bR2
iˆ
s, i.e. aR2
iˆ
ď aR1
iˆ
ď bR1
iˆ
ď bR2
iˆ
. Thus aR1
iˆ
ď xiˆ ď bR1iˆ ă yiˆ
or yiˆ ă aR1iˆ ď xiˆ ď bR1iˆ , and in the first case we define y1 “ ry1, . . . , bR1iˆ , . . . , yds and in the second
y2 “ ry1, . . . , aR1iˆ , . . . , yds;
(iv) raR1
iˆ
, bR1
iˆ
s contains raR2
iˆ
, bR2
iˆ
s, i.e. aR1
iˆ
ď aR2
iˆ
ď bR2
iˆ
ď bR1
iˆ
.
In case (iv) we have a contradiction as
yiˆ P raR2iˆ , bR2iˆ s “ ra¯iˆ, b¯iˆs S yiˆ.
In the other three cases, taken either y1 or y2 we have
d2px, y1q “
gffepxiˆ ´ bR1iˆ q2 ` dÿ
i“1,i‰iˆ
pxi ´ yiq2 ă
gffe dÿ
i“1
pxi ´ yiq2 “ d2px, yq, (1)
d2px, y2q “
gffepxiˆ ´ aR1iˆ q2 ` dÿ
i“1,i‰iˆ
pxi ´ yiq2 ă
gffe dÿ
i“1
pxi ´ yiq2 “ d2px, yq. (2)
because pxiˆ ´ bR1iˆ q2 ă pxiˆ ´ yiˆq2 in Equation (1), and pxiˆ ´ aR1iˆ q2 ă pxiˆ ´ yiˆq2 in Equation (2). The proof follows
because this contradicts y being the closest point in Euclidean distance to x in R2.
Proposition 5.2. Let K1 and K2 be two abstract simplicial complexes such that K1 Ď K2. If there is only one edge e
contained in K2 and not in K1, and it exists a triangle τ P K2 of which e is a face, then H1pK2;Fq cannot contain an
homology class rγs not in H1pK1;Fq.
Proof. Any 1-cycle representing an homology class rγs such that rγs P H1pK2;Fq and rγs R H1pK1;Fq must contain
e. But given e “ tp, qu and τ “ tp, q, yu, any such 1-cycle would be homologous to a formal sum containing tp, yu and
ty, qu in place of e. Thus it would exist a 1-cycle representing rγs containing edges inK1 only, which is in contradiction
with rγs R H1pK1;Fq.
Proposition 5.3. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q and KCˇr the Cˇech complex of S with radius r ą 0. If
e “ tp, qu Ď S is a non-Delaunay edge contained in KCˇr , then HkpKCˇr zStpeq;Fq and HkpKCˇr ;Fq are isomorphic in
homological dimensions zero and one.
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Proof. We can apply the reduced Mayer-Vietoris sequence, as given in [35, Section 4.6], with A “ ClpStpeqq Ď KCˇr
and B “ KCˇr zStpeq, because AXB “ ClpStpeqqzStpeq ‰ H. We obtain
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H˜kpAXBq Ñ H˜kpAq ‘ H˜kpBq Ñ H˜kpAYBq Ñ H˜k´1pAXBq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
ó
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H˜kpClpStpeqqzStpeqq Ñ H˜kpKCˇr zStpeqq Ñ H˜kpKCˇr q Ñ H˜k´1pClpStpeqqzStpeqq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
where H˜kpAq cancels out because it is always trivial by definition of A. Thus showing that H˜kpClpStpeqqzStpeqq is
trivial in homological dimensions k and k ´ 1, implies that H˜kpKCˇr zStpeqq Ñ H˜kpKCˇr q is an isomorphism, from the
exactness of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence above.
We note that ClpStpeqqzStpeq is a subcomplex of KCˇr , and that the set of vertices of ClpStpeqqzStpeq is
Y “ ty P S| d8py, pq ă 2r and d8py, qq ă 2ru.
Also, because e belongs to KCˇr and is non-Delaunay, we have that r¯ “ d8pp,qq2 ă r and that Ar¯pq is covered byŤ
yPY¯ Br¯pyq, from Corollary 3.6, where
Y¯ “ ty P S| d8py, pq ă 2r¯ and d8py, qq ă 2r¯u Ď Y.
By definition of nerve and Cˇech complex, we have
NrvptBr¯pyquyPY¯q Ď ClpStpeqqzStpeq “ NrvptBrpyquyPYqzStpeq Ď KCˇr .
In the following discussion we show that NrvptBr¯pyquyPY¯q has the homotopy type of a point, and so trivial homol-
ogy. Finally, given the simplices in ClpStpeqqzStpeq and not in NrvptBr¯pyquyPY¯q, we prove that adding them into
NrvptBr¯pyquyPY¯q does not alter its zero and one-dimensional homology.
The elements of the collection tBr¯pyquyPY¯ are all convex, so we can apply the Nerve Theorem 2.11 to it. It follows that
NrvptBr¯pyquqyPY¯q and
Ť
yPY¯ Br¯pyq are homotopy equivalent. Besides, we can define a deformation retraction
φ :
ˆ ď
yPY¯
Br¯pyq
˙
ˆ r0, 1s Ñ Ar¯pq.
Given this φ, we have that the sets
Ť
yPY¯ Br¯pyq and Ar¯pq have the same homotopy type. Thus both NrvptBr¯pyquyPY¯q
and
Ť
yPY¯ Br¯pyq have the homotopy type of Ar¯pq, which is contractible by its convexity. In turn this implies that
H˜kpNrvptBr¯pyquyPY¯qq is trivial for k ě 0.
To obtain φ, we first define φy : Br¯pyq ˆ r0, 1s Ñ Ar¯pq for each y P Y¯ . Given the Euclidean projection piBr¯pyq :
Br¯pyq Ñ Ar¯pq , we set
φypx, tq “ p1´ tq ¨ x` t ¨ piBr¯pyqpxq,
for every x P Br¯pyq and t P r0, 1s. From Proposition 5.1 we have piBr¯pyqpxq P Br¯pyq XAr¯pq, so that the straight line
segment from x to piBr¯pyqpxq is fully contained in Br¯pyq, by the convexity of this set. Thus φy is well-defined and
continuous by the continuity of piBr¯pyq. Then we set
φpx, tq “ φyˆpx, tq,
for every x P ŤyPY¯ Br¯pyq and t P r0, 1s, with yˆ P Y¯ such that x P Br¯pyˆq. This might not be well-defined, because for a
given x all the φyˆ corresponding to a point in Y¯x “ tyˆ P Y¯ | x P Br¯pyˆqu can be used to define φpx, tq for any t P r0, 1s.
Luckily, given R “ ŞyˆPY¯x Br¯pyˆq, which by Corollary 2.1 is the interior of an axis-parallel hyperrectangle, Proposition
5.1 guarantees that piR : R Ñ Ar¯pq is such that piRpRq Ď R X Ar¯pq. Thus φ is well-defined because the straight line
segment defined by p1´ tq ¨ x` t ¨ piRpxq for t P r0, 1s is contained within R, again by convexity. Furthermore, φ is
continuous by the continuity of the Euclidean projections piBr¯pyq, and is a deformation retraction onto Ar¯pq because
Ar¯pq Ď
Ť
yPY¯ Br¯pyq.
So we have that NrvptBr¯pyquyPY¯ has trivial reduced homology for any k ě 0, and we need to show that ClpStpeqqzStpeq
has trivial reduced homology for k “ 0, 1. Regarding zero-dimensional homology we know that NrvptBr¯pyquyPY¯q
consists of one connected component. Also, the vertices in ClpStpeqqzStpeq not in NrvptBr¯pyquyPY¯q, that could
potentially create a homology class in H˜0pClpStpeqqzStpeqq, are the points YzY¯ . We have that p, q P YzY¯ , and these
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 10: (a) Balls centered in the points of Y¯ “ ty1, y2, y3, y4u covering Ar¯pq. (b) K0 “ NrvptBr¯pyquyPY¯q. (c) K1,
the union of the cones from K0 to p and q.
are fully connected to the points in Y¯ , so do not create any connected component. Moreover, all other points in YzY¯
are connected to both p and q by definition of Y . So ClpStpeqqzStpeq cannot contain a connected component not in
NrvptBr¯pyquyPY¯q, and H˜0pClpStpeqqzStpeqq must be trivial.
For one-dimensional homology, we look at ClpStpeqqzStpeq “ NrvptBrpyquyPYqzStpeq as the result of adding into
NrvptBr¯pyquyPY¯q the points YzY¯ , all the edges on Y (apart from tp, qu) shorter than 2r, and the clique these edges
form. In the following discussion we define K0 “ NrvptBr¯pyquyPY¯q and Kn “ NrvptBrpyquyPYqzStpeq, and show
the existence of a filtration
K0 “ NrvptBr¯pyquyPY¯q Ď K1 Ď . . . Ď Kn “ NrvptBrpyquyPYqzStpeq,
such that at each step Ki Ď Ki`1 no one-dimensional homology class is created. We start by defining K1 as the union
of the cones from K0 to p and q. An example of such a union is given in Figure 10c. So going from K0 to K1 no
one-dimensional homology class is created.
Then we add the points of YzpY¯ Y tp, quq into K1 one by one together with two triangles, obtaining a new complex
Ki`1 of the filtration above each time. Given any y1 P YzpY¯ Y tp, quq we have that Brpy1q XBrppq XBrpqq ‰ H by
Proposition 2.14, because d8pp, qq ă 2r, d8pp, y1q ă 2r, and d8pq, y1q ă 2r so that the three balls intersect pairwise.
Thus Brpy1q intersects Brppq X Brpqq, which is a subset of Arpq “ Brppq X Brpqq. Moreover, defined r¯ “ d8pp,qq2
and ε “ r ´ r¯, we can apply the sequence of inclusions used in the proof of Corollary 3.6 with ŤyPY¯ Br¯pyq covering
Ar¯pq . We have
Brppq XBrpqq Ď Arpq “ Ar¯`εpq Ď
ď
yPY¯
Br¯`εpyq “
ď
yPY¯
Brpyq,
which implies that Brpy1q intersects at least one Brpy¯q with y¯ P Y¯ . Hence tp, y¯, y1u and tq, y¯, y1u must both belong to
Kn, and we can define Ki`1 “ Ki Y ty1u Y tp, y1u Y tq, y1u,Yty¯, y1u Y tp, y¯, y1u Y tq, y¯, y1u, because all the other
edges to p and q are already in Ki. This way, for each y1 P YzpY¯ Y tp, quq, we add a cone from the subcomplex
of Ki (with p, q, y¯ as vertices, and tp, y¯u, tq, y¯u as edges) to y1. Thus at each step Ki Ď Ki`1, defined by a y1, no
one-dimensional homology class is created.
Finally, obtained Ki with Y as set of vertices, we can think of adding the remaining edges ty1, y2u one at a time by
sorting them by increasing length. More precisely at each filtration step Ki Ď Ki`1 we add ty1, y2u together with
the triangle tp, y1, y2u, which can be done because all the edges to p are in Ki. By Proposition 5.2 no 1-cycle can be
created in Ki`1 and so the one-dimensional homology of Ki`1 is trivial.
We define the complex obtained after all this steps to be Kn´1. This contains all the edges of Kn, but may be missing
some of its higher-dimensional simplices. Thus in the last step Kn´1 Ď Kn all these are added. Importantly no
1-cycle can be created in Kn, because no new edges are added. Hence we can conclude that Kn has trivial reduced
one-dimensional homology, i.e. H˜1pClpStpeqqzStpeqq is trivial.
The proof follows from the exactness of the reduced Mayer-Vietoris sequence as mentioned above, and the fact that
isomorphisms in reduced homology translate into isomorphisms in non-reduced homology.
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Theorem 5.4. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q such that the distances between pairs of points of S are
all distinct. Given r ą 0, and ε ą 0 such that KCˇr`ε contains exactly one edge not in KCˇr , if ikr : HkpKACr ;Fq Ñ
HkpKCˇr ;Fq is an isomorphism, then ikr`ε : HkpKACr`ε;Fq Ñ HkpKCˇr`ε;Fq is also an isomorphism for k “ 0, 1.
Proof. Let e “ tp, qu Ď S be the only edge added to KCˇr by increasing the radius parameter of ε ą 0. Then either e is
Delaunay, so that e P KACr and e P KCˇr , or e is non-Delaunay, so that e R KACr and e P KCˇr . We split the proof in two
parts, dealing with these two cases separately.
We use the following notation.
• r¯ “ d8pp,qq2 , so that r ă r¯ ă r ` ε.
• Ar¯pq “ BBr¯ppq X BBr¯pqq, which is equal to Br¯ppq XBr¯pqq by Proposition 3.4.
• τ r¯ is a triangle whose longest edge has length equal to r¯.
CASE 1: e is Delaunay
For r ą 0 the complexes KACr and KCˇr contain the same vertices by definition. Also, because the homomorphism
induced by the inclusion of complexes H0pKACr ;Fq Ñ H0pKCˇr ;Fq is an isomorphism, KACr and KCˇr have the same
connected components. Thus after e is added in both KACr and K
Cˇ
r either connected components do not change or the
same connected component is merged in both. In the first case zero-dimensional homology remains unchanged, while
in the second case the same zero-dimensional homology class is deleted in H0pKACr ;Fq and H0pKCˇr ;Fq. In both cases
i0r : H0pKACr`ε;Fq Ñ H0pKCˇr`ε;Fq is an isomorphism induced by the inclusion KACr`ε Ď KCˇr`ε.
We now look at one-dimensional homology classes. Adding a single edge e and the cliques it forms to KACr and K
Cˇ
r
can result in the creation or deletion of one-dimensional homology class. We have two subcases.
1. The edge e adds nothing but itself to the Alpha clique complex KACr ;
2. The edge e adds itself and one or more triangles to the Alpha clique complex KACr .
SUBCASE 1.1
We start by proving that the edge e is the only simplex added into KCˇr as well. To show this, let us suppose by
contradiction that increasing the radius parameter from r to r ` ε results into adding e and a triangle tp, q, yu into
KCˇr . This means tp, yu, tq, yu P KCˇr , so that they are strictly shorter than tp, qu from our hypothesis on distances
between pairs of points in S. Given 0 ă 2δ ă 2r¯ ´ maxtd8pp, yq, d8pq, yqu, we have d8pp, yq ă 2r¯ ´ 2δ and
d8pq, yq ă 2r¯ ´ 2δ. Moreover d8pp, qq “ 2r¯, so the three axis-parallel hypercubes Br¯ppq, Br¯pqq, and Br¯´δpyq have
non-empty pairwise intersections. Their triple intersection is also non-empty, by Proposition 2.14, and it follows that
H ‰ Ar¯pq XBr¯pyq “ Br¯ppq XBr¯pqq XBr¯´δpyq
Ď Br¯ppq XBr¯pqq XBr¯pyq.
Hence the set of points Y “ ty P Sztp, qu | Ar¯pq XBr¯pyq ‰ Hu is non-empty, and
Ar¯pq X
ˆ ď
yPY
Br¯pyq
˙
‰ H. (3)
Moreover, because tp, qu is Delaunay, from Corollary 3.6 we have that Ar¯pqz
`Ť
yPY Br¯pyq
˘ ‰ H, that is to say
Ar¯pq X
ˆ ď
yPY
Br¯pyq
˙c
‰ H. (4)
Furthermore, because Rd can be partitioned as the union
`Ť
yPY Br¯pyq
˘ Y B`ŤyPY Br¯pyq˘ Y `ŤyPY Br¯pyq˘c, it
follows that Ar¯pq X B
`Ť
yPY Br¯pyq
˘ ‰ H. Otherwise, assuming Ar¯pq X B`ŤyPY Br¯pyq˘ “ H, the axis-parallel
hyperrectangle Ar¯pq would need to intersect
`Ť
yPY Br¯pyq
˘
and
`Ť
yPY Br¯pyq
˘c
, from equations (3) and (4), and
be contained in their union. By convexity, Ar¯pq must contain all the points on any line segment from a point in
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Ar¯pq X
`Ť
yPY Br¯pyq
˘
to a point in Ar¯pq X
`Ť
yPY Br¯pyq
˘c
, which is a contradiction because at least one of these points
must belong to B`ŤyPY Br¯pyq˘.
Finally, given
z P Ar¯pq X B
ˆ ď
yPY
Br¯pyq
˙
, (5)
it exists y1 P Y such that z P BBr¯py1q, because B
`Ť
yPY Br¯pyq
˘ Ď `ŤyPY BBr¯pyq˘. We can conclude that tp, q, y1u is
a Delaunay triangle with z as a witness point, and that it belongs to KACr`ε, because d8pp, y1q ď d8pp, zq`d8py1, zq “
2r¯ ă 2r ` 2ε and d8pq, y1q ď d8pq, zq ` d8py1, zq “ 2r¯ ă 2r ` 2ε.
This contradicts the hypothesis of Subcase 1.1, because the Alpha clique complex KACr`ε cannot contain any triangles of
which tp, qu is an edge. Thus, when increasing the radius parameter from r to r ` ε, the edge e “ tp, qu is the only
simplex added in both KACr and K
Cˇ
r .
In general adding a single edge to an abstract simplicial complex can result in either the deletion of a connected
component or the creation of a one-dimensional homology class. The former of these two cases is dealt within the
discussion of zero-dimensional homology above, and does not affect one-dimensional homology. On the other hand, if
e does not merge connected components in KACr , then it also does not merge connected components in K
Cˇ
r . Thus
both H1pKACr`ε;Fq and H1pKCˇr`ε;Fq contain a new homology class. In this case i1r`ε : H1pKACr`ε;Fq Ñ H1pKCˇr`ε;Fq
is the isomorphism induced by the inclusion, which extends i1r : H1pKACr ;Fq Ñ H1pKCˇr ;Fq by mapping the
one-dimensional homology class created by e in KACr`ε into the one created by e in KCˇr`ε.
SUBCASE 1.2
We have that adding e “ tp, qu to both KACr and KCˇr results in one or more triangles tτ r¯j uJ added to the Alpha clique
complex KACr`ε. Moreover, by the definition of clique complex, the same triangles are added to KCˇr`ε. Also, there might
be triangles tτˇ r¯j uJˆ added to KCˇr`ε, which are not added to KACr`ε. These tτˇ r¯j uJˆ contain tp, qu as an edge and at least
one non-Delaunay edge among their other edges.
To begin with, we note that e does not create any one-dimensional homology class in KACr`ε and KCˇr`ε by Proposition
5.2. Then we can show that a one-dimensional homology class rγs P H1pKACr ;Fq is deleted at radius r ` ε if and only
if i1rprγsq “ rγˇs P H1pKCˇr ;Fq is also deleted.
The first direction holds because if a homology class is deleted in the Alpha clique complex, then the same formal sum
of triangles is a boundary for the same homology class of the Cˇech complex.
For the converse we suppose that rγˇs P H1pKCˇr ;Fq is deleted at radius r ` ε, and that rγs remains open in the Alpha
clique complex with radius r ` ε. We can think of adding the triangles tτ r¯j uJ Y tτˇ r¯j uJˇ one by one in KCˇr`ε in any
order. At some point one of these must be creating a boundary deleting rγˇs. If this a triangle τ r¯j (containing Delaunay
edges only), then its edges form a formal sum representing both rγs and rγˇs. Moreover, τ r¯j bounds this formal sums in
both complexes, so that rγs R H1pKACr`ε;Fq, which is a contradiction. On the other hand, if a non-Delaunay triangle
τˇ r¯j is creating a boundary deleting rγˇs, we can apply Proposition 5.3 using one of the non-Delaunay edges eˇ of τˇ r¯j .
This implies that removing Stpeˇq from KACr`ε cannot change its one-dimensional homology. Besides τˇ r¯j P Stpeˇq, and
we have a contradiction with the assumption of τˇ r¯j deleting rγˇs, because KACr`εzStpeˇq and KCˇr`ε need to have equal
one-dimensional homology.
In conclusion the same one-dimensional homology classes are deleted in both complexes by the same triangles, and so
i1r`ε : H1pKACr`ε;Fq Ñ H1pKCˇr`ε;Fq is an isomorphism induced by the inclusion KACr`ε Ď KCˇr`ε.
CASE 2: e is non-Delaunay
By applying Proposition 5.3, we have that HkpKCˇr`εzStpeqq Ñ HkpKCˇr`εq is an isomorphism for k “ 0, 1.
Finally, the diagram
HkpKACr q HkpKCˇr`εzStpeqq
HkpKACr`εq HkpKCˇr`εq
–
–
–
obtained by applying the homology functor to the inclusion maps between complexes commutes, because KCˇr “
KCˇr`εzStpeq and KACr “ KACr`ε, proving that HkpKACr`εq Ñ HkpKCˇr`εq is an isomorphism for k “ 0, 1.
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Corollary 5.5. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q such that the distances between pairs of points of S are all
distinct. Given a finite set of monotonically increasing real-values R “ triumi“1, the zero and one-persistence diagrams
of the Alpha clique and Cˇech filtrations of S are equal.
Proof. Given the two parameterized filtrations KACr1 Ď KACr2 Ď . . . Ď KACrm and KCˇr1 Ď KCˇr2 Ď . . . Ď KCˇrm . We have
that HkpKACri q Ñ HkpKCˇriq is an isomorphism for each 1 ď i ď m and k “ 0, 1.
• For ri ď 0, KACri and KCˇri are empty.
• For ri ą 0, we can think of KACri and KCˇri as the result of adding one edge at a time, and the cliques it forms,
into KAC0 and K
Cˇ
0 . Theorem 5.4 ensures that each new edge added preserves the isomorphism between the
zero and one-dimensional homology groups of the Alpha clique and Cˇech complexes. After adding all the
edges we obtain KACri and K
Cˇ
ri , which is what we needed.
The proof follows by applying the Persistence Equivalence Theorem, as stated in [19, Section 7.2]
5.2 Alpha Clique and Minibox
In this last subsection the properties of Minibox edges are used to prove the equivalence of Minibox and Alpha clique
persistence in homological dimensions zero and one.
Theorem 5.6. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q such that the distances between pairs of points of S are all
distinct. Given the Alpha clique KACr and Minibox K
M
r complexes with radius r, then HkpKACr ;Fq Ñ HkpKMr ;Fq
is an isomorphism for k “ 0, 1.
Proof. We have KACr Ď KMr Ď KCˇr , and we know that HkpKACr ;Fq Ñ HkpKCˇr ;Fq is an isomorphism for k “ 0, 1
from the discussion in the proof of Corollary 5.5. Thus we have the following diagrams.
KAr K
Cˇ
r
KMr
ùñ
HkpKAr ;Fq HkpKCˇr ;Fq
HkpKMr ;Fq
–
These commute, and we have that HkpKACr ;Fq Ñ HkpKMr ;Fq is injective for k “ 0, 1 and any r P R. To conclude
our proof we need to show the surjectivity of this homomorphism for k “ 0, 1.
For k “ 0, because KACr and KMr have the same set of vertices, and KMr might contain more edges, it follows that
KACr has the same or more connected components than K
M
r . So in homological dimension zero the homomorphism
induced by the inclusion KACr Ď KMr , must be surjective.
Regarding the surjetivity of H1pKACr ;Fq Ñ H1pKMr ;Fq we show that rγs P H1pKMr ;Fq can always be represented
by a 1-cycle γ1 containing Delaunay edges only, so that γ1 represents an homology class in KACr as well.
Let γ be a 1-cycle in KMr representing rγs P H1pKMr ;Fq, and e “ tp, qu the non-Delaunay edge in γ of maximum
length. We define r¯ “ d8pp,qq2 , Ar¯pq “ BBr¯ppqX BBr¯pqq, and Y¯ “ ty P Sztp, qu | d8py, pq ă 2r¯ and d8py, qq ă 2r¯u.
Figure 11 illustrates our setting, where Ar¯pq is represented by a thickened vertical line between p and q. We have that
Y¯ “ S X B2r¯ppq X B2r¯pqq, so that Y¯ is the subset of points of S contained in the interior of r¯pAr¯pqq by Proposition
3.5. Moreover, given c “ p`q2 , we have Minipq Ď r¯pcq Ď r¯pAr¯pqq, because c Ď Ar¯pq, taking ε-thickenings preserves
inclusions, and Minipq has sizes of length less than or equal to 2r¯ and center c. Hence Minipq Ď r¯pAr¯pqq. Then, because
e is non-Delaunay, Ar¯pq must be covered by the union of balls centered in the points of Sztp, qu by Corollary 3.6. Thus
at least one y P Sztp, qu is such that Br¯pyq intersects Ar¯pq , i.e. Y¯ ‰ H. Defined y¯ P Y¯ to be the point realizing
min
yPY¯
d8py,Minipqq,
we have that Minipy¯ and Miniqy¯ do not contain points in Sztp, q, y¯u. If this was not the case we would have either
y1 P SzY¯ or y2 P Y¯ belonging to one of these two Miniboxes. Without loss of generality let us assume either
y1 Ď Minipy¯ or y2 Ď Minipy¯ . In the former case we have Minipy¯ Ď r¯pAr¯pqq, because p is on the boundary of r¯pApqpr¯qq
and y¯ in its interior. So y1 P r¯pApqpr¯qq, implying that y1 P Y¯ , which is a contradiction. In the latter case, it must be that
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Figure 11: The pair pp, qq is a non-Delaunay edge, but is a Minibox edge. Minipq is the gray region having p and q as
two vertices. The set Y¯ consists of four yi points contained in the rectangle r¯pAr¯pqq, whose boundary is represented by
a dash-dot line.
d8py2,Minipqq ă d8py¯,Minipqq by definition of Minipy¯ and d8, which is in contradiction with y¯ being the closest
point of Y¯ to Minipq .
So there exists a vertex y¯ of the Minibox complex connected to p and q by the edges tp, y¯u and tq, y¯u. These are shorter
than 2r¯ so that tp, y¯u, tq, y¯u Ď KMr . Swapping tp, y¯u and tq, y¯u for e in γ, we obtain an homologous 1-cycle with
the property of having a shorter longest non-Delaunay edge. This procedure can be repeated only a finite number of
times, as we have a finite number of edges, and at each iteration the maximum non-Delaunay edge length in γ decreases.
When the procedure cannot be repeated anymore it means that the obtained formal sum γ1 of edges is homologous
to γ and contains only Delaunay edges. Otherwise we could swap a non-Delaunay edge for two edges to some y¯ as
described above, further reducing the maximum non-Delaunay edge length in the formal sum. Hence γ1 represents a
one-dimensional homology class in the Alpha clique complex which is mapped into rγs byH1pKACr ;Fq Ñ H1pKCˇr ;Fq.
Surjectivity follows because the discussion above holds for any rγs P H1pKMr ;Fq.
Corollary 5.7. Let S be a finite set of points in pRd, d8q such that the distances between pairs of points of S are all
distinct. Given a finite set of monotonically increasing real-values R “ triumi“1, the zero and one-persistence diagrams
of the Alpha clique and Minibox filtrations are equal.
Proof. Follows from the Persistence Equivalence Theorem of [19, Section 7.2], as in the proof of Corollary 5.5.
6 Computational experiments
In this final section, we present computational experiments giving empirical evidence of the speed up, obtained by using
Alpha clique and Minibox filtrations, in the calculation of zero and one-dimensional Cˇech persistence diagrams of S
in `8 metric . Moreover, we present plots of diagrams obtained for randomly sampled points in r0, 1s3 Ď pRd, d8q.
These allow us to illustrate the similarities and dissimilarities between two-dimensional diagrams, and to show that they
are generally different for Alpha clique, Minibox, and Cˇech filtrations.
All these experimental results were obtained by applying the algorithms of Section 4 to randomly sampled points in
r0, 1sd. In particular, we used the implementation of the persistent homology algorithm provided by the gudhi [36]
Python package, in combination with the algorithms of the persty Python package. All computations were run on a
laptop with Intel Core i7-9750H CPU with six physical cores clocked at 2.60GHz with 16GB of RAM.
Expected number of Delaunay and Minibox edges. We generated finite set of points S in dimensions two, three,
and four with cardinality in the range r100, 800s and increments of 100. These were obtained by randomly sampling
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points uniformly in r0, 1sd. We then computed the Delaunay and Minibox edges of each S with Algorithm 1 and
Algorithm 2 respectively, counted them, and took the average of these values for each given cardinality. The goal was
to empirically estimate the expected number of edges contained in the Alpha clique and Minibox filtrations maximal
complexes (i.e. the number of Delaunay and Minibox edges) for different sizes of S. We illustrate our results by means
of the plots in Figure 12, where the number of edges in the complete graph over S is drawn as a dashed line. Both
reduce the number of edges to be considered in forming the cliques complexes of a filtration used to compute Cˇech
persistent homology. The difference is greater in lower dimensions, and for Minibox edges it decreases faster. This is
due to the presence of many “long” edges among the Minibox ones, as it can be seen in Figure 6b. Such edges have a
“flat” Minibox which does not contain any other point of S.
Running time. We also studied the speed improvement in computing the zero and one-persistence diagrams using
Alpha clique and Minibox filtrations. Finite point sets of cardinality 500 and 800 in dimensions two, three, and four were
considered. These were generated again as random points uniformly sampled in r0, 1sd. Computations were performed
using the simplex tree [6] implementation provided by gudhi. In particular, for all three types of complexes, the simplex
tree was obtained via the expansion method of the gudhi.SimplexTree class. The timing results are given in Tables
1, 2, and 3. These report the time, in seconds, required to find the edges to be used to build a clique complex, to build
the gudhi simplex tree of this clique complex, and then compute the persistence diagrams in homological dimension
zero and one. We notice that in this setting, Alpha clique and Minibox filtrations always speed up the computation of
zero and one-persistence diagrams, with Minibox clearly being the best choice for four-dimensional points.
Table 1: Persistent homology computations for 2D points
Time in seconds - 500 points Time in seconds - 800 points
Edges Simplex Tree Dgm0,1 Edges Simplex Tree Dgm0,1
Alpha clique 0.496 0.008 0.002 1.268 0.015 0.003
Minibox 0.032 0.040 0.005 0.097 0.063 0.008
Cˇech / 1.210 17.058 / 3.375 87.515
Table 2: Persistent homology computations for 3D points
Time in seconds - 500 points Time in seconds - 800 points
Edges Simplex Tree Dgm0,1 Edges Simplex Tree Dgm0,1
Alpha clique 1.817 0.031 0.005 5.094 0.055 0.008
Minibox 0.091 0.137 0.079 0.279 0.267 0.192
Cˇech / 1.210 17.058 / 3.375 87.515
Table 3: Persistent homology computations for 4D points
Time in seconds - 500 points Time in seconds - 800 points
Edges Simplex Tree Dgm0,1 Edges Simplex Tree Dgm0,1
Alpha clique 6.057 0.078 0.031 17.570 0.148 0.062
Minibox 0.174 0.345 0.741 0.623 0.775 2.208
Cˇech / 1.210 17.058 / 3.375 87.515
Differences in higher-dimensional diagrams. We present two examples of Alpha clique, Minibox, and Cˇech
persistence diagrams, obtained from distinct S1, S2 Ď pRd, d8q. The finite point sets were obtained by randomly
sampling points in r0, 1s3, and the diagrams were computed with gudhi. The first row in Figure 13 contains the
diagrams of S1. In this case Dgm2pKMR q contains a point at infinity, while Dgm2pKACR q does not. Furthermore, both
contain additional off-diagonal points, which do not coincide. In the second row of Figure 13 we have the diagrams
of S2, and in this case it is Dgm2pKACR q that contains a point at infinity, while Dgm2pKMR q only has an additional
off-diagonal point. This shows that it is possible to obtain Alpha clique and Minibox diagrams with off-diagonal
points not contained in the corresponding Cˇech diagrams in homological dimensions higher than one. Furthermore,
Dgm2pKACR q and Dgm2pKMR q are generally different, and are not one a subset of the other.
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(a) (b)
Figure 12: Empirical estimates of the expected numbers of Delaunay and Minibox edges for two, three and four-
dimensional randomly sampled points.
(a) Alpha Clique diagrams of S1. (b) Minibox diagrams of S1. (c) Cˇech diagrams of S1.
(d) Alpha Clique diagrams of S2. (e) Minibox diagrams of S2. (f) Cˇech diagrams of S2.
Figure 13: Persistence diagrams of finite sets of three-dimensional points in `8 metric space. Each row contains the
diagrams for a given finite point set. These empirically show the equality of diagrams in dimensions zero and one, and
illustrate the possible differences between diagrams of Alpha clique, Minibox, and Cˇech filtrations in homological
dimension two.
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7 Conclusions and Open Questions
In this paper we introduced two new types of proximity filtrations of a finite set of points S in `8 metric: the Alpha
clique and Minibox filtrations. Also, we gave algorithms for finding the edges of the clique complexes contained in
these two filtrations. Both algorithms rely on the fact that being a Delaunay edge in `8 metric space is a local property
for any pair of points of S, which translates into a geometric test. In particular the edges of the Minibox complexes can
be found in time Opd ¨ n3q, where d is the ambient space dimension and n is the cardinality of S. For high-dimensional
points this is much more efficient than finding all the Delaunay edges. Moreover, we proved that both Alpha clique
and Minibox filtrations produce the same persistence diagrams of Cˇech filtrations in homological dimensions zero and
one. Thus we provided a way of reducing the number of simplices to be considered when computing the zero and
one-dimensional Cˇech persistent homology of S, which can be seen as a preprocessing step taking time polynomial in
d and n. Finally we ran computational experiments on uniformly distributed random points to estimate the expected
number of Alpha clique and Minibox edges produced by our algorithms, and the resulting speed up in the computation
of persistence diagrams. We also compared the higher-dimensional diagrams of Alpha clique and Minibox filtrations. A
number of questions remain open, that could be the subject of future research.
• The `8-Voronoi regions of S are not generally convex. Thus the usual proof of the equivalence of Alpha and
Cˇech filtrations does not apply in this setting. Are Alpha and Cˇech filtrations equivalent in the `8 metric as
well? The Nerve theorem does not apply, thus a different approach is required.
• More generally, is there a family of complexes that can be used to compute `8-persistent homology in
homological dimensions higher than one?
• What is the expected number of Minibox edges in dimension d?
• The geometric test for deciding whether an edge e is Delaunay is local, in the sense that it depends on an
axis-parallel hyperrectangle defined by the vertices of e. Is it possible to create an efficient algorithm for
finding Delaunay edges in the three-dimensional case? The two-dimensional case is accounted for by the
plane-sweep algorithm of [34].
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A Notation
Preliminaries
• Stpτq star of τ Ď K, Lkpτq link of τ Ď K.
• Brppq open ball, Brppq closed ball, BBrppq boundary of closed ball.
• Vp Voronoi region, KD Delaunay complex.
Persistent Homology
• KR filtration of K parameterized by R “ triumi“1.
• MkpKRq is the k-th persistence module of KR.
• dBpDgmkpK1q,DgmkpK2qq is the bottleneck distance.
• KV RR VR filtration, K
Cˇ
R Cˇech filtration, K
A
R Alpha filtration.
Delaunay Edges
• r¯ “ d8pp,qq2 .
• z is witness of σ if z P ŞpPσ Vp ‰ H.
• Ar¯`εpq “ BBr¯`εppq X BBr¯`εpqq.
• Ar¯pq “ BBr¯ppq X BBr¯pqq “ Br¯ppq X Br¯pqq is a non-empty axis-parallel hyperrectangle. If a witness of
e “ tp, qu exists, then it must belong to Ar¯pq .
Alpha Clique and Minibox Complexes
• Minipq “śdi“1 `mintpi, qiu,maxtpi, qiu˘.
• KACR Alpha clique filtration, K
M
R Minibox filtration.
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